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Abstract
We study a variation of the duopoly model by Kreps and Scheinkman (1983). Firms 
limited by their capacity of production engage in a two stage game. In the first stage 
they commit to levels of production not exceeding their capacities which are then 
made common knowledge. In the second stage after production has taken place 
firms simultaneously compete in prices. Solution of this sequential game shows that 
the unique Cournot equilibrium outcome as in Kreps and Scheinkman is not always 
guaranteed. However the Cournot outcome is still robust in the sense that given suf-
ficiently large capacities this equilibrium holds. If capacities are sufficiently small, 
firms decide to produce at their full capacity and set a price which clears the market 
at the given level of output.

Keywords Capacity · Cournot · Duopoly competition · Nash equilibrium · 
Sequential game

Mathematics Subject Classification D40 · D43 · L10 · L11 · L13 · L20

1 Introduction

In their seminal paper Kreps and Scheinkman (1983) showed constructively that solu-
tions to oligopoly games depend not only on the strategic variables employed but also 
the context of the game in which these variables are used. To make their point they 
consider a duopoly game which takes place in two stages. In the first stage producers 
decide independently and simultaneously how much they will produce, and this pro-
duction takes place. Then in the second stage these levels of production are made com-
mon knowledge and they simultaneously compete in prices in a Bertrand-like market. 
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Under certain assumptions about the demand and cost of production the Cournot out-
come is the unique equilibrium outcome of this game. In this note our aim is to study 
the equilibrium of this game under the constraint that in the first stage firms cannot 
commit to levels of production beyond a certain capacity. After these levels cost of 
production becomes prohibitively high. We are able to show the robustness of Kreps 
and Scheinkman’s result in the sense that if capacities for both firms are sufficiently 
large then Cournot outcome is still supported as the unique equilibrium of the game. 
However in general such an equilibrium is not guaranteed to exist. This lets for pos-
sibilities of other equilibria in the game. The case when only one firm’s capacity can 
support Cournot output level is more complicated. It is not clear whether there is a 
pure strategy in output and prices for this situation. However under the assumption 
that a pure strategy in quantities exists in the first stage and capacities are sufficiently 
small we show that firms produce at their full capacities. Afterwards in the second 
stage firms set a price which clears the market at the given level of output.

Such a model of duopoly with limited capacity is not the first in the literature. 
Indeed studies for characterizing equilibria in markets where competing firms are 
limited by their capacities of production date back to at least Edgeworth (1925) who 
has shown that in general markets with capacity constraints do not have an equilib-
rium. However other works in later years have proved that an equilibrium in terms of 
mixed strategies, be these in prices or quantity commitments, does in fact exist. For 
example Beckmann (1965) has given a mixed strategy equilibrium as a solution for a 
duopoly model suggested by Shubik (1959). A related work is found in Levitan and 
Shubik (1972) in which they examine a duopoly model with linear demand where 
firms limited by their capacity constraints simultaneously compete in prices. They 
indicate that there is a range over which the price is expected to fluctuate, a point 
made earlier by Edgeworth. The argument goes as follows, if one firm sets its price 
equal to zero then it will sell up to its capacity limit. In case the capacity is smaller 
than the market demand at zero prices then the other firm will be faced with a posi-
tive residual demand and therefore could act as a monopoly on its residual demand 
and make strictly positive profits. If one allows for a loose dynamic argument the for-
mer firm could increase its price from zero to just under that of monopoly price that 
the opponent firm would set. This could lead to a period of price undercutting that 
in turn would give rise to a range over which the price would fluctuate. This is what 
Levitan and Shubik (1972) term as the Edgeworth cycle. Levitan and Shubik’s model 
was then generalized by Osborne and Pitchik (1986) where demand is continuous and 
decreasing. In a certain way a similar departure from Kreps and Scheinkman (1983) 
is made by Hviid (1990), Hviid (1991) with uncertain demand. However in these 
works in a way or another capacities are chosen by firms instead of being imposed 
as constraints (see also Jara-Moroni 2011). This means that capacity is a strategic 
variable. In our model the strategic variable is production quantity precommitment. 
It is noteworthy that in the Kreps–Scheinkman game the Cournot ourcome is sensi-
tive to the demand rationing rule. Davidson and Deneckere (1986) argue that if the 
rationing follows the opposite proportional extreme to the efficient rule as in Kreps 
and Scheinkman, or any rule strictly between these two extremes then the Cournot 
outcome is no longer an equilibrium for the game. They assume zero costs at the first 
stage. On a positive side, Madden (1998) showed that under the assumptions that 
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demand is uniformly elastic and all costs are sunk at the first stage, then with any 
rationing mechanism between the efficient and proportional extremes the Cournot 
outcome is the unique equilibrium of the game. This remedied the rationing rule 
“anomaly” of Davidson and Deneckere. In a different work Deneckere and Kovenock 
(1996) characterize the set of Nash equilibria in a price duopoly where firms have 
limited capacity, but in which unit costs of production up to capacity may differ. 
More recent literature related to duopoly competition has been generally focused on 
variations of duopoly models with uncertain demand. For instance Gabszewicz and 
Poddar (1997) and de Frutos and Fabra (2011) study the role of demand fluctuations 
in price competition and capacity utilization. For a duopoly model where capacity 
constraints appear in the inputs of production we refer to Nie and Chen (2012).

This work is organised as follows. In Sect.  2 we describe the model. Then in 
Sect. 3 some preliminary results are presented, in particular Theorem 1 which is a 
generalization of a classical result of Levitan and Shubik (1972). These are neces-
sary for the main contributions in Sect. 4 namely Theorem 2 which characterizes the 
equilibrium when capacities of both firms are sufficiently large and Theorem 3 for 
sufficiently small capacities.

2  The model

There are two identical firms producing perfectly substitutable goods for which the 
aggregate market demand function is given by P(x) (price as a function of quantity 
x) and D(p) = P−1(p) (demand as a function of price p). Let ki, kj ⩾ 0 denote the 
capacity of production of firm i and j respectively.

Assumption 1 P(x) > 0 on some interval (0,  X), on which it is twice-con-
tinuously differentiable, strictly decreasing, and log-concave in x i.e. 
log(P((1 − t)x1 + tx2)) ⩾ (1 − t) logP(x1) + t logP(x2) for all x1, x2 ∈ (0,X) and 
t ∈ [0, 1] . Suppose further limx↑X P(x) = 0.

Assumption 2 Both firms face the same cost of production b ∶ ℝ+ → ℝ+ which is 
twice- continuously differentiable, convex, and satisfies b(0) = 0 and b�(0) > 0 . To 
avoid trivialities, b�(0) < P(0) (production at some level is profitable).

Assumption 3 Firms i and j can produce up to their capacities ki, kj ⩾ 0 respectively. 
After these levels cost of production becomes prohibitively high.

For a given pair of prices (pi, pj) we define the residual demand of the firm i in 
the following way. If pi < pj customers first buy from firm i and when its capacity 
ki is finished customers turn to firm j. In case pi = pj the market demand is shared 
between the two firms proportionally to their capacity levels provided total capac-
ity ki + kj is not less then the market demand. Otherwise both firms exhaust their 
capacities. Under these assumptions the residual demand qd

i
 for firm i is
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The revenue for firm i is

and profit Πi = Ri(pi, pj) − b(xi) . In the first stage firms commit to levels of produc-
tion xi ⩽ ki, xj ⩽ kj which are then made common knowledge. In the second stage 
after production has taken place firms simultaneously compete in prices.

3  Preliminary results

We follow standard terminology from game theory, see (1991, Fudenberg and 
Tirole). Let (xi, xj) be any commitment that firms make in the first stage of the game 
not exceeding capacity levels i.e. xi ⩽ ki and xj ⩽ kj . It is of essential interest to 
investigate types of equilibria in prices for a given pair (xi, xj) . It is known due to 
Levitan and Shubik (1972) that a mixed strategy equilibrium in prices exists for the 
case when the market demand D(p) is linear. Their result can be extended for a gen-
eral demand function D(p) not necessarily linear. A mixed strategy equilibrium in 
prices requires certain price intervals over which firms randomise. Let I = [pi, pi] 
and J = [pj, pj] be such intervals of firm i and firm j respectively. Randomization is 
described by probability distributions functions. To this end denote by Φi(p) and 
Φj(p) the corresonding distributions over these intervals ( Φi(p) ∶= Pr(pi ⩽ p) ). Dis-
tributions are assumed to be differentiable. For the existence of a nondegenerate 
mixed equilibrium we must have I ∩ J ≠ � otherwise one would have Φi(p) = 0 
( Φi(p) = 1 ) for all p ∈ J whenever Φj(p) = 1 ( Φj(p) = 0 ) for all p ∈ I . As a map-
ping we can write (Φi,Φj) ∶ I × J → [0, 1] × [0, 1] . Define A ∶= I ∩ J and 
pL ∶= max{pi, pj}, pH ∶= min{pi, pj} and suppose A has nonempty interior i.e. 
pL < pH . The set A = [pL, pH] is known as the set of active strategies. The probabil-
ity of a tie is zero since Pr(pi = pj) = ∫ pj

pj
dΦi = 0.

Theorem 1 Let (xi, xj) be any subgame. Then there exists a unique set of active strat-
egies A = [pL, pH] and mixed equilibrium (Φi,Φj) in prices p ∈ A given by

where R(p) = pD(p) and pH satisfies the implicit equation pLD(pL) = −p2
H
D�(pH).

qd
i
=

⎧
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎩

D(pi) pi < pj
max{𝛿iD(pi),D(pi) − xj} pi = pj
max{0,D(pi) − xj} pi > pj

where 𝛿i =
xi

xi + xj

Ri(pi, pj) =

⎧
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎩

min{pixi, piD(pi)} pi < pj
min{pixi, max{𝛿ipiD(pi), pi(D(pi) − xj)}} pi = pj
min{pixi, max{0, pi(D(pi) − xj)}} pi > pj

(1)Φi(p) = 1 −
R−1(−p2

H
D�(pH))

p
and Φj(p) =

pD(p) + p2
H
D�(pH)

pD(pH) + ppHD
�(pH)
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Proof For a given pair of strategies (Φi(p),Φj(p)) the expected profits of firm i is

Without loss of generality we let xi ⩾ xj and assume that xi > D(p),∀p ∈ A . One 
could simplify (2)

Under the assumption xi > D(p),∀p ∈ A , profits of firm j would be

Notice that Φi(p) = 1 can not be an active strategy1. Therefore pH = pj implying 
Φj(pH) = 1 . For Φj(pH) to be an active strategy we must have xj < D(pH) . This con-
dition yields

and

Without loss of generality let the active strategy set coincide with the set A. At 
p = pH the profits for firm i are �Πi = pH(D(pH) − xj) − b(xi) . Since pH is the upper 
end of the range of active strategies then the derivative of �Πi with respect to p at pH 
must be nonpositive. This implies

D�(pH) exists and it is well defined because by assumption P(x) is differentiable and 
strictly monotone implying D(p) = P−1(p) with p = P(x) is also strictly monotone 
and differentiable. Moreover Φj(pH) = 1 requires Φ�

j
(pH) = 0 since Φj is a cumula-

tive distribution function. Therefore (7) reduces to

On the other hand from (5) we obtain

which must have a non-negative derivative at p = pH as it is a distribution function. 
This means

(2)
�Πi = (1 − Φj(p))min{pxi, pD(p)} + Φj(p)min{pxi, max{0, p(D(p) − xj)}} − b(xi).

(3)�Πi = p(D(p) − Φj(p)min{D(p), xj}) − b(xi).

(4)�Πj = p(1 − Φi(p))min{D(p), xj} − b(xj).

(5)�Πi = p(D(p) − Φj(p)xj) − b(xi)

(6)�Πj = p(1 − Φi(p))xj − b(xj).

(7)
�𝔼Πi

�p

|||p=pH
⩽ 0 equivalentlyD(pH) − Φj(pH)xj + pH(D

�(pH) − Φ�
j
(pH)xj) ⩽ 0.

(8)D(pH) + pHD
�(pH) ⩽ xj.

Φj(p) =
pD(p) − �Πi − b(xi)

pxj

1 An active strategy of a firm is such that the expected payoff of the other firm is strictly positive.
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Using (5) and Φj(pH) = 1 we obtain

Then inequalities (8) and (10) imply

from which we obtain

At pL profits for firm i are �Πi = pLD(pL) − b(xi) . By definition of the mixed strat-
egy equilibrium; the mixing strategy of each firm would make the other firm indif-
ferent to playing the lowest from the highest bid in the range of active strategies. 
Therefore at these two different bids payoff must be the same, i.e. 
pLD(pL) = −p2

H
D�(pH) . Let R(p) = pD(p) denote the revenue as a function of price 

p. By Assumption 1 P(x) is positive, strictly decreasing, log-concave and twice dif-
ferentiable in x on the interval (0,  X). It follows that D(p) = P−1(p) is positive, 
strictly decreasing, it satisfies D�(p) + pD��(p) ⩽ 0 and it is twice differentiable in p 
on the interval (0, P(X)). Therefore the function R(p) is strictly concave on the inter-
val (0, P(X)) since R��(p) = 2D�(p) + pD��(p) < 0 . Condition (11) means R�(pH) > 0 
implying R(p) is strictly increasing on the interval [0, pH] . Then R−1|||[0,pHD(pH )]

 exists 
and satifies R−1(pD(p)) = p for all p ⩽ pH . This determines an implicit equation of 
pL in terms of pH as

From (6) we get

Similarly from (5) we obtain

Substituting (11) and the implicit equation pLD(pL) = −p2
H
D�(pH) then we rewrite 

(15) finally as

(9)
�Φj

�p

|||p=pH
⩾ 0 equivalently

D�(pH)

xj
+

𝔼Πi + b(xi)

p2
H
xj

⩾ 0.

(10)D(pH) + pHD
�(pH) ⩾ xj.

(11)D(pH) + pHD
�(pH) = xj

(12)�Πi = pH(D(pH) − D(pH) − pHD
�(pH)) − b(xi) = −p2

H
D�(pH) − b(xi).

(13)pL = R−1(−p2
H
D�(pH)).

(14)

Φi(p) = 1 −
�Πj + b(xj)

pxj
= 1 −

pLxj − b(xj) + b(xj)

pxj
= 1 −

pL

p
= 1 −

R−1(−p2
H
D�(pH))

p
.

(15)

Φj(p) =
D(p)

xj
−

�Πi + b(xi)

pxj
=

D(p)

xj
−

pLD(pL) − b(xi) + b(xi)

pxj
=

D(p)

xj
−

pLD(pL)

pxj
.

(16)Φj(p) =
pD(p) + p2

H
D�(pH)

pD(pH) + ppHD
�(pH)

.
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Now we show this mixed equilibrium in prices is unique. Let Ã ∶= [p̃L, p̃H] be 
another active set of strategies and Φ̃i, Φ̃j the corresponding distributions for firm i 
and firm j respectively. From analysis above we have at p = p̃H

On the other hand from (11) follows R�(pH) = R�(p̃H) . Since R is strictly concave then 
p̃H = pH . Morevoer p̃L = R−1(p̃LD(p̃L)) = R−1(−p̃2

H
D�(p̃H)) = R−1(−p2

H
D�(pH)) = pL 

hence p̃L = pL . Therefore the active set of strategies Ã = A . That Φ̃i = Φi and 
Φ̃j = Φj follows easily from (14) and (16).   ◻

Another preparatory result we need is the following lemma.

Lemma 1 Let (xi, xj) be a subgame and let x∗ ∈ [0,+∞) be the solution of the 
equation

If max{xi, xj} ⩽ x∗ then a pure strategy in prices pi = pj = P(xi + xj) is supported in 
the second stage of the game. Note that x∗ is known as the Cournot level of output.

Proof It is clear that neither firm wants to put a lower price as otherwise they 
will get strictly lower profits. Assumption max{xi, xj} ⩽ x∗ implies xj ⩽ x∗ . Let 
p ∶= P(xi + xj) . Suppose that firm i contemplates to put a higher price p̃ > p . Then 
its profit would be

Let x̃i ∶= D(p̃) − xj . Law of demand D(p̃) < D(p) implies x̃i < xi . So 
Π̃i = p̃x̃i − b(xi) . The condition limx↑X P(x) = 0 implies the existence a point point 
mi(xj) ∈ (0,X − xj) that maximizes Πi(x, xj) = xP(x + xj) − b(x) . From the first order 
condition we get

On the other hand since xj ⩽ x∗ then log-concavity of P implies

From the strictly decreasing property of P it follows then

From Eq. (17) we get mi(xj) ⩾ x∗ . Moreover the function xP(x + xj) − b(x) is strictly 
increasing on the interval (0,mi(xj)) . In particular for x̃i < xi one obtains

D(p̃H) + p̃HD
�(p̃H) = xj equivalently R�(p̃H) = xj.

(17)x∗P�(2x∗) + P(2x∗) − b�(x∗) = 0

Π̃i = min{p̃xi, max{0, p̃(D(p̃) − xj)}} − b(xi) = max{0,min{p̃xi, p̃(D(p̃) − xj)}} − b(xi)

P(mi(xj) + xj) + mi(xj)P
�(mi(xj) + xj) − b�(mi(xj)) = 0.

P�(mi(xj) + xj)

P(mi(xj) + xj)
⩾

P�(mi(xj) + x∗)

P(mi(xj) + x∗)
.

P(mi(xj) + x∗) + mi(xj)P
�(mi(xj) + x∗) − b�(mi(xj)) ⩽ 0.

Π̃i = p̃x̃i − b(xi) < p̃x̃i − b(x̃i) < pxi − b(xi) = Πi
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Firm i will make strictly lower profits. Analogue arguments for firm j.   ◻

4  Main results

Theorem 2 Let Assumptions 1, 2, 3 hold. Let x∗ ∈ [0,+∞) solve Eq. (17). Denote 
by k ∶= min{ki, kj} and k̄ ∶= max{ki, kj} . If k ⩾ x∗ then the Cournot outcome 
x̄i = x̄j = x∗ and pi = pj = P(2x∗) is the unique subgame perfect equilibrium for the 
full game. If k̄ ⩽ x∗ then firms set x̄i = ki, x̄j = kj and pi = pj = P(ki + kj).

Proof Let k ⩾ x∗ then both firms know with certainty that the other firm’s capacity 
level is at least x∗ . Without loss of generality let ki > kj ⩾ x∗ . To see why the Cournot 
outcome is a subgame perfect equilibrium for the full game assume that firm j sets 
with certainty a production level equal to the Cournot level namely xj = x∗ , but firm 
i sets with certainty a higher production level x∗ < xi ⩽ ki . Theorem 1 a mixed equi-
librium in prices p exists in the second stage. Let A = [pL, pH] with pL < pH be the 
interval of active strategies in prices over which firm i and j will randomise accord-
ing to distributions Φi(p) and Φj(p) respectively. We have shown that Φi(pH) < 1 and 
Φj(pH) = 1 . The expected payoff of firm i when it sets a production level higher than 
the Cournot level would be

If firm i had not deviated from the Cournot level x∗ its profits would have been

where p∗ ∶= P(2x∗) is the Cournot price. Therefore firm i would have an incentive 
to deviate if and only if

In particular at p = pH the expected payoff of firm i is

Notice that D(p∗) = P−1(p∗) = P−1(P(2x∗)) = 2x∗ by definition of D(p). This 
reduces (19) to Π∗ = p∗x∗ − b(x∗) and therefore inequality (20) at p = pH becomes

Realizing that 
min{pHxi, max{0, pH(D(pH) − x∗)}} = max{0,min{pHxi, pH(D(pH) − x∗)}} we can 
rewrite the last inequality as

(18)
�Πi(p) = (1 − Φj(p))min{pxi, pD(p)} + Φj(p)min{pxi, max{0, p(D(p) − x∗)}} − b(xi).

(19)Π∗ = min{p∗x∗, max{p∗D(p∗)∕2, p∗(D(p∗) − x∗)}} − b(x∗)

(20)𝔼Πi(p) − Π∗
⩾ 0,∀p ∈ [pL, pH].

(21)�Πi(pH) = min{pHxi, max{0, pH(D(pH) − x∗)}} − b(xi).

min{pHxi, max{0, pH(D(pH) − x∗)}} − p∗x∗ + b(x∗) − b(xi) ⩾ 0.

(22)
max{−p∗x∗, min{pHxi − p∗x∗, pH(D(pH) − x∗) − p∗x∗}} ⩾ b(xi) − b(x∗) > 0
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where the positivity follows from the assumption that b(x) is increasing in x. Indeed 
the assumption that b�(0) > 0 and b(x) is convex i.e. b��(x) ⩾ 0 for all x imply 
b�(x) ⩾ b�(0) > 0 for all x ⩾ 0 . This forces pHxi > p∗x∗ and pH(D(pH) − x∗) > p∗x∗ . 
Clearly this implies that pH ≠ p∗ . If D(pH) − x∗ = xH then last inequality can 
be writen as pHxH > p∗x∗ . On the other hand pHxH − b(xH) < p∗x∗ − b(x∗) 
implies b(xH) > b(x∗) . Since b(x) is increasing then xH > x∗ . From the law of 
demand then P(xH + x∗) < P(2x∗) which is the same as pH < p∗ . There are two 
cases. First when xi ⩾ xH then (22) simplifies to pHxH − b(xi) ⩾ p∗x∗ − b(x∗) . 
But pHxH − b(xi) < pHxH − b(xH) < p∗x∗ − b(x∗) therefore a contradiction. 
In the second case xi < xH then (22) simplifies to pHxi − p∗x∗ ⩾ b(xi) − b(x∗) . 
Again from the law of demand pi ∶= P(xi + x∗) > P(xH + x∗) = pH we get 
pHxi − p∗x∗ < pixi − p∗x∗ . Hence pixi − p∗x∗ > b(xi) − b(x∗) and rearrang-
ing terms yields pixi − b(xi) > p∗x∗ − b(x∗) . This is however impossible. Since 
both cases are exhausted this means the inequality (22) cannot hold true violating 
(20). Therefore firm i has no incentive to increase its output above x∗ . Now sup-
pose that firm i would have an incentive to deviate by setting an output level lower 
than the Cournot level i.e. xi < x∗ . If this is the case then from Lemma 1 in the 
second stage a pure strategy in prices is supported pi = pj = P(xi + x∗) . Economic 
reason being that the output is too low for a price undercutting to take place from 
either firm. Hence a deviation from this pricing strategy would result in lower prof-
its. Profits for firm i would be Πi = pxi − b(xi) . On the other hand by (17) we have 
p∗x∗ − b(x∗) > px − b(x) for any other x where p ∶= P(x + x∗) . In particular for 
xi < x∗ we get p∗x∗ − b(x∗) > pxi − b(xi) implying Π∗

i
> Πi . Therefore if firm i devi-

ates it will lead to lower profits. This completes the argument when k ⩾ x∗.
Now let k̄ ⩽ x∗ . Then firms know with certainty that the other firm’s actual 

capacity is not larger than the Cournot level of output. Hence for any realization 
(xi, xj) from the first stage it is certain that max{xi, xj} ⩽ x∗ . By Lemma 1 then 
pi = pj = P(xi + xj) would be supported as an equilibrium for the second stage. Let 
the strategy plans for firm i and j be

and

To see why Sj = Bj(Si) and Si = Bi(Sj) , where Bi and Bj are best response functions 
of firm i and j respectively, consider the end of the game. Profits for firm i and j 
would be Πi = p̄x̄i and Πj = p̄x̄j respectively where p̄ ∶= P(x̄i + x̄j) . Without loss 
of generality let firm i have an incentive to deviate by setting another level of pro-
duction xi < x̄i = ki , then its profits would be Πi = pxi − b(xi) with p ∶= P(xi + x̄j) . 
Define the quantity m(x̄j) ∶= argmax x{xP(x + x̄j) − b(x)} . Since m(x̄j) ∈ (0,X − x̄j) 
from the first order condition we get

Assumption x̄j = kj < x∗ implies

Si = {x̄i = ki, pi = P(x̄i + xj),∀xj ∈ [0, x∗]}

Sj = {x̄j = kj, pj = P(xi + x̄j),∀xi ∈ [0, x∗]}.

P(m(x̄j) + x̄j) + m(x̄j)P
�(m(x̄j) + x̄j) − b�(m(x̄j)) = 0.
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From the Eq. (17) we then obtain m(x̄j) > x∗ hence the function xP(x + x̄j) − b(x) is 
strictly increasing on the interval (0,m(x̄j)) and in particular for x̄i > xi we have

So if firm i deviates it will make striclty lower profits. This completes the proof.   ◻

Proposition 1 The Cournot outcome can be supported as an imperfect equilibrium 
of the full game when k ⩾ x∗.

Proof For simplicity assume b(x) = 0 . Let x∗ ∈ [0,+∞) satisfy Eq. (17). If k ⩾ x∗ 
then both firms know with certainty that the other firm’s capacity level is at least x∗ . 
Consider the following strategy plans for firm i

and similarly for firm j

Denote the best response of firm i to a strategy played by firm j by Bi(Sj) . We claim 
that Bi(Sj) = Si and Bj(Si) = Sj . Let firm i deviate from Si by setting an output level 
xi ≠ x∗ . When (Si, Sj) is played the profits to firm i and j are Πi = Πj = p∗x∗ where 
p∗ ∶= P(2x∗) . If firm i deviates then firm j would set a zero price and firm i would 
be faced with a residual demand D(p) − x∗ on which it can act as a monopoly. 
Denote by x ∶= D(p) − x∗ then firm i’s profits Πi(x) = xP(x + x∗) is maximized for 
the quantity x̂ solving the equation

On the other hand in view of equation (17) for b(x) ≡ 0 we have

These last two equations and Assumption 1 imply x̂ = x∗ . Therefore if xi ≠ x∗ then 
either firm i would make strictly less profits when producing xi < x∗ or else it would 
make the same profit p∗x∗ but with the amount of stock xi − x∗ > 0 remaining 
unsold. So firm i would have no incentive to deviate from x̄i = x∗ . Note that the set 
of strategies (Si, Sj) in (23)-(24) does not constitute a perfect equilibrium because the 
threats are not credible.   ◻

Theorem  3 Suppose k < x∗ < k̄ and that a pure strategy is supported in the first 
stage of the game. Then both firms will produce at their full capacities provided 
their capacity levels are sufficiently small.

P(m(x̄j) + x∗) + m(x̄j)P
�(m(x̄j) + x∗) − b�(m(x̄j)) < 0.

xiP(xi + x̄j) − b(xi) < x̄iP(x̄i + x̄j) − b(x̄i) = Π̄i.

(23)Si = {x̄i = x∗, pi = P(2x∗) if x̄j = x∗;x̄i = x∗, pi = 0, ifx̄j ≠ x∗}

(24)Sj = {x̄j = x∗, pj = P(2x∗) if x̄i = x∗;x̄j = x∗, pj = 0, ifx̄i ≠ x∗}.

P(̂x + x∗) + x̂P�(̂x + x∗) = 0.

P(2x∗) + x∗P�(2x∗) = 0.
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Proof Without loss of generality let kj < x∗ < ki and that ki, kj are sufficiently small 
in a sense to be made precise later. Assume that a pure strategy (x̄i, x̄j) is supported 
in the first stage of the game but x̄i ⩽ x∗ or x̄j < kj < x∗.

First consider x̄i < x∗ and x̄j ⩽ kj . Since max{x̄i, x̄j} ⩽ x∗ by Lemma 1 a pure 
strategy in prices pi = pj = P(x̄i + x̄j) is supported in the second stage of the game. 
The profit to firm i and j would then be Πi = px̄i − b(x̄i) and Πj = px̄j − b(x̄j) respec-
tively. By Assumption 1 it follows that for a fixed y the function xP(x + y) − b(x) has 
a unique maximizer m(y) ∈ (0,X − y) . In particular this means that for y = x̄j there 
exists a unique mi(x̄j) ∈ (0,X − x̄j) . The first order condition implies

On the other hand from the assumption kj < x∗ we obtain x̄j < x∗ . But P(x) is strictly 
decreasing and a log-concave function of x so

This inequality together with (17) implies mi(x̄j) > x∗ . This means that the function 
xP(x + x̄j) − b(x) is increasing on the interval (0,mi(x̄j)) and has a positive slope at 
x = x∗ . So if firm j produces x̄j then firm i by increasing its production to a level 
xi > x̄i yet xi ⩽ x∗ increases its profits.

Now assume that x̄i = x∗ and x̄j < kj . Again by Lemma 1 in the second stage 
the equilibrium price would be pi = pj = P(x∗ + x̄j) . Similar calculations show 
that mj(x

∗) ⩾ x∗ and that xP(x∗ + x) − b(x) is increasing on the interval (0,mj(x
∗)) . 

Assumption kj < x∗ then implies that if firm j increases its output to xj = kj then it 
will increase its profits under the new equilibrium price P(x∗ + kj) . So firm j would 
choose to set x̄j = kj in the first stage violating the assumption x̄j < kj . Therefore we 
must have x̄i ⩾ x∗ and x̄j = kj.

Under the additional assumption ki ⩽ mi(kj) where

we claim that firms i and j will set a precommitment level of x̄i = ki and x̄j = kj . First 
we show that for any x̄i such that x∗ ⩽ x̄i ⩽ ki in the second stage an equilibrium 
price p = P(x̄i + kj) is supported. Clearly neither firm will set a lower price as it 
leads to strictly lower profits. Without loss of generality say firm i sets higher price 
p̃ > p . Then its profits would be

Let x̃i ∶= D(p̃) − kj then by law of demand D(p̃) < D(p) implies x̃i < x̄i . So 
Π̃i = p̃x̃i − b(x̄i) . The function xP(x + kj) − b(x) attains its maximum at a unique 
point mi(kj) . Assumption kj < x∗ , first order condition for mi(kj) and log-concavity 
of P(x) imply mi(kj) > x∗ . In particular it follows that xP(x + kj) − b(x) is strictly 
increasing on the interval (0,mi(kj)) . Provided ki ⩽ mi(kj) then from x̃i < x̄i < ki one 
obtains

P(mi(x̄j) + x̄j) + mi(x̄j)P
�(mi(x̄j) + x̄j) − b�(mi(x̄j)) = 0.

P(mi(x̄j) + x∗) + mi(x̄j)P
�(mi(x̄j) + x∗) − b�(mi(x̄j)) < 0

mi(kj) = argmax xi
{xiP(xi + kj) − b(xi)}, for i ≠ j

Π̃i = max{0,min{p̃x̄i, p̃(D(p̃) − kj)}} − b(x̄i).
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Hence firm i would not set a higher price in the second stage. Likewise suppose 
firm j has an incentive to increase its price to p̃ > p then similar calculations as for 
firm i show x̃j < kj and Π̃j = p̃x̃j − b(kj) . Note that p̃ = P(x̄i + x̃j) . Since x̄i ⩾ x∗ then 
mj(x̄i) ⩽ x∗ . On the other hand one can show that mj(ki) ⩽ mj(x̄i) for any x̄i ∈ [x∗, ki] . 
Assumption kj ⩽ mj(ki) implies kj ⩽ mj(x̄i) . Since x̃j < kj then

Therefore firm j would not deviate from the price p = P(x̄i + kj) in the second 
stage. In particular this means that firm i knows that for any level x̄i ∈ [x∗, ki] a pure 
strategy in prices will take place in the second stage. Assumption ki ⩽ mi(kj) then 
implies that by setting x̄i = ki firm i would indeed maximize its profits.   ◻
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